PowerSchool Performance Matters Assessment and Analytics is a dynamic product for educators to author and administer online and paper-pencil assessments that make it simple and straightforward to identify instructional gaps caused by COVID-19 school closures. Timely reporting can be viewed alongside early warning indicators and third-party assessments to better inform districts as they plan targeted remediation strategies and professional learning initiatives.

**Standard-Aligned Item Banks**
PowerSchool’s item bank is **aligned to all 50 states’ standards**, as well as Webb’s Depth of Knowledge, and can be used (along with additional third-party item banks) when creating focused and intentional common online assessments that can be delivered remotely.

**Single View of Student Performance**
Consolidate multiple measures from varied data sources for a comprehensive view of student performance—including attendance, behavior, local online benchmarks, diagnostic/summative assessment data, and even **social and emotional learning** data (from Kickboard, our preferred SEL/PBIS partner) which provides actionable data for all your district stakeholders.

**Connect Student Data to Personalized Instruction**
Gain visibility into the progress of student subgroups or school locations as you perform gap analysis, **build personalized blended learning strategies**, and design data-driven staff development that can be remotely delivered online. View at a district level or drill down to individual students in specific classes—and assign/track an intervention strategy if needed. Administrators can get insight into performance trends, which connect directly to personalized instruction (ideally in Schoology, where personalized instruction can be delivered in a blended learning environment) as staff strive to maximize student achievement.

**THE COVID-19 SLIDE**
Estimates suggest students will return in Fall 2020 after school closures with:

- **70%** less than **50%** learning gains
- in some grades nearly **1 FULL YEAR** behind

Source: NWEA Research, The COVID-19 Slide
Flexible Assessment Delivery

Administrators can choose when assessments are released, how students will take the assessment (online or paper-pencil), which tools students will have access to while taking the online assessment, and whether or not the assessment will be deemed “secured.”

Gap Analysis

While developing assessments around key grade-level standards, users can quickly identify skills that were not mastered by the end of last school year, when students and staff rapidly transitioned to distance learning.

Configure Data to Your District Needs

Create custom reports based on your school improvement indicators and SEL data to measure student performance. Add different measures and filters to view or compare the data you need: early warning thresholds, Title I, ELL, and more. Maximize student achievement and drive better decision making at every district level.

Securely Share Dashboards

Create your own custom reports and share with your staff virtually via a secured link (that requires authentication to view). As a recipient’s view is automatically filtered by their permission and role, districts save an immense amount of time by creating singular online reports that can be used district wide.

Strategic Filtering of Reports

Compare measures across the student population based upon teacher, demographics, programs, and more with color-coded performance bands providing at-a-glance insight into overall student achievement. Reduce manual explorations with one-click access to reporting data needed for evaluation of grants, program reviews, and federal programs.

“Performance Matters has played a crucial role in the advancement of our use of data to personalize instruction. Our staff loves its ease of use and the power of the interactive reports.”

RICH BOETTNER
Chief Technology Officer,
Hilliard City School District, Ohio

Start identifying, addressing, and eliminating instructional gaps today!

Visit www.PowerSchool.com or call 1-877-873-1550 to learn more.